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“It's not what you know, it's who you know,” so
the popular saying goes; yet it is surprising how
little attention is paid to developing networking
skills vs technical skills in schools and colleges. Stu-
dents are expected to somehow develop this es-
sential skill on their own. Yet, not everyone does,
and the negative impact on his or her professional
development can be significant.
When I think back tomy own career, I owe a lot of

opportunities that came my way to networking. At
the top of that list is how I met my predecessor
from Yale, Dr. Herbert Malkus, while I was present-
ing a poster at the AACC annual meeting in 2010.
Once he realized I was a PhD student, he jokingly
told me that he was retiring in a few years so I
might replace him. Four years later, I was interview-
ing for his position, but I was not sure he remem-
bered me when I met him again, until I saw his
smile, and he said, “I wasn't joking when I said you'll
replaceme!” I was fortunate Dr. Malkus had a great
memory and a positive impression of our encoun-
ter, but onemust not leave these things to chance.
I am not an expert on networking but would like

to share key tips that I have used in my career to
build and maintain powerful networks in the clini-
cal chemistry community.

ATTEND CONFERENCES AND EVENTS

Although it is now possible to build a network
entirely online, your online connections are not as

strong as the connections you make by physically
meeting people. It is important to attend annual
meetings on a regular basis and to be present at
social events like themixers. During the day, every-
one is busy with attending sessions, business
meetings, and talking to vendors, so it is hard to
talk to anyone at length. Therefore, mixers are a
great opportunity to meet people for the first time
and to get to know them better. If funding is an
issue (or not), I highly recommend you attend
events at your local section (AACC or other). These
events are typically much smaller and restricted to
a geographical location, which makes it a lot easier
to connect over a variety of subjects (go Patriots
anyone?), and local contacts are very valuable if
you are looking for jobs in your area.

VOLUNTEER

Another great way tomeet people and to reduce
the cost of attending the annual meeting is volun-
teering. Seize any opportunity that comes your
way, since one opportunity can lead to another.
Currently, I am serving on the Society for Young
Clinical Laboratorians (SYCL) Core Committee and
SYCL360 and work with great people because a
few years back I expressed interest in helping out
and started small. One word of caution: do not
overcommit. Although you are a volunteer, it is im-
portant that you take the work seriously and meet
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expectations; otherwise you risk losing future op-
portunities and being viewed as unreliable. So
make sure you can dedicate the time and effort
before committing.

COLLECT AND ANNOTATE
BUSINESS CARDS

Unless you are blessed with the superpower of
remembering the names of people you meet for
the first time, I highly recommend you ask for a
business card before you part ways. This is great
for two reasons: (i) you have their full contact
information so you can stay in touch (see next
tip), and (ii) you can write on the back of the card
important information to remind you about your
encounter and if there are any action items as-
sociated with that meeting. For example, I might
write on the back of the card “E-mail poster and
set up meeting to talk about SDMA project.” This
way, when I return home from the conference, I
can go through all collected cards andmake sure
I follow up with associated emails and action
items.

STAY IN TOUCH

Once you have exerted all this effort to build
your network, you do not want to lose it! We are
fortunate to live in an age where we are all con-
nected and have several tools at our disposal to
maintain an active network. My favorite two are
LinkedIn and the AACC Artery. If you are not a
member of either network, then I recommend you
join and start adding connections. These platforms
are a great way to stay up-to-date on what your
network is up to, so you can comment on their
work, congratulate them on a milestone achieve-
ment, or develop collaborative projects. So after
you meet someone for the first time, invite him or
her to connect on LinkedIn, or offer to help if that
person posts a problem he or she is encountering
on the AACC Artery. If geographically possible, do
not hesitate to offer tomeet over coffee or lunch to
continue the discussion, find areas of collabora-
tion, and strengthen the relationship.
Finally, do not take networking too seriously that

you forget to enjoy it. Meeting and getting to know
people can be a fun and rewarding process, and I
am certain you can actually enjoy it!
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